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Ansrnacr

Recurrent K'dehler manifolds have been studied by Lal and Singh

121 and Singh [3, 4, 5]. In this paper we define a generalized recurrent

Kaehler manifold and study some of its properties,

1. Introduction

Let K" be a Kdehlerian manifold of real dimension n (:2m) with
Iocal coordinates xd. We shall restrict our attention in the present

paper to manifolds which are real representations of complex K'dehlerian

manifolds. ( Indices run over the range from 1 to n). Then the positive

definite Riemannian metric g and the complex structure "/ satisfy the

relations
l'; Ji. : - 6!, 8, rJ iJl: g i,,
J i i: Ji grt: - J;i, Jii - girJi.* - Jil,

Jj' y:0, Tii, *:0,

(l.l)

where a comma denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with

respect to the Riemannian connection.

Let Rhrl- be the Riemannian curvature

and the scalar curvature are respectively given

R1r:R|n and R:RJig/d.

We define a tensor Sit bY

S1t:l'i Rr;,t

then we have
S1r- -St i

and
R'iialf : fif: rrJ'a, R 1, iirl l, : R6 yn'J'i,

where Rxiit,:RI jigon.

tensor. The Ricci tensor
,by

{1.2)

(1 3)

(l 4)

Riemannian curvatureK" is called Kdehlerian recurrent if its

tensor R16y7o satisfies

<
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Rht1k,^:KrrRn;7*, (1.5)

for some non-zero vector Kr?r.

We shall consider the following generalization.

Definition l.l : A Kiehler manifold of dimension z shall be called
a generalized recurrent Kiehler manifold, denoted by GK", if there
exist two non-zero vectors K,,,, ald I,, such that

RN Jk, ^: K rrRn; i n * L,nG u j n,
where

Gnt lt: grt,Ein- gltEt,n* J r iJ 1i, 
* Ji,;J 117,* 2J riJaTr.

The vectors K,, znd L,,, ate associated vectors of recurrence. The
tensors Ga;77, satisfies all the algebraic identities satisfy by Rnt ir, In
case L,,:0, the space reduces to a recurrent Kaehler maniflold charac-
terized by (1.5).

2, Some Properties of Generalized Recurrent Kiehler Manifulds.

Multiplying (1.6) by gii ghh we get

R, ,a: Ky11R- 
^(n*r)L*,

Eliminating I- between (1.6) and (2.1)

Ut, t jtr, *: KrrUh; j*,

(r.6)

(r.t1

(2.r)

we get

where

Uttjr,:Rn; j**Rl n(n*2) G,,nii,,

Conversely, tt (2,2) holds, we can define a
n{n*2) such that (1.6) holds. Thus we have

Theorem 2.1 : A necessary and sufficient cond.ition for a Kaehler
manilold K, to be a GK" is that the tensor (11,;i1, given by (2.3) is
recurrent.

It may be noted thar (l 5) implies (2.2). But the converse is not
necessarily true. We thereby have

corollary_21 Every recurtrent K" is a GK" but the converse is not
necessarily true.

Hasegawa [1] has called the tensor (Jn;ir, given by (2,3) the
H-concircular curvature tensor of K*. we may therefore define a GK"
in an alternative form as follows : A Kiehler maniford whose H-con-
circular curvature tensor is recurrent is generalized recurrent Kiehler
manifold.

From (2.1) we observe that L*:0 if and only
Hence we shall assume that .R, m-RKm/0.

\2 2)

(2.3)

vector L.n:(Kn"R- R, *)l

Rr r*-K*R:Q,
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Again if U1i17,:0, then (2"2) is satisfled identically. Btrt Uoi jtu:0
implies that the Kiehler rnanifold is that of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. Thus a Kiehler manifold of constant holomorphic
sectional curvature is a trivial example of a generalized recurrent Kaehler
manifold.

Multiplying Uoo i, by gatu we get
(Jii: (Intir, gh'k- Rti -(Rln)Sn i' Q'4)

Hence we have

Theorem 2.2. In a GK the tensor [47 is recurrent.

Proof : The proof foliows from (2.2) aod {2.4).

Theorem 2.3. A necessary condition for a Gk" to be recurrent is

given by

R:0 (2 5)
or

R"*:RK''' Q'6)
Proof. The result follows from (1.6), (2.1), (2.5) and (2.6).

Now we shall prove that the associated vectors of recurrence are
unique.

If possible let K,n and L* be the two vectors satisfying (1.6) then

Rtr, i k, ^: K'*Rha i p*L'rnGn; I *. Q7)
Subtracting (2.7) from (1.6) we obtain

K',1, Rntin*Lf, Gt,qip:O (2.8)
where

Kif, : Kr,r- K'rr, T-f;, : L,rr- L' ,n. Q.9)
From (2.8) we observe thai if K;"" :0 then I,I -0 and conversely,

Thus if K- is unique then I,,, is also unique and conversely.

It K# /Oue can choose a vector a"' satisfyingKil a^:1 so that
in view of (2.8) we obtain Rnttr:KGo,o rvith K:-Lf, a,,,, showing
that the manifold is that of constant Iiolomorphic sectional curvature.
We thereby have the following.

Theorem 2.4. ln a GK'o the associated vectors of recurrence are
unique or the space is that of constant holomorphic sectional curvature.

We shall use the following Lemmas as given in [7,4].
Lemmq I. (A. G. Walker). The cun,ature tensor of a Riemannisn

space satisfies the identity
(R r, ; i r, r r, - R 7 i 1 *,r, r,) * (R i t 1,n, n i - R j rt r,,,,i r,)

*(Rt*ntri tt- Rr,,,nt, j t):0, (2,10)
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where
D _D -t\tL i j 1., I il,- rrh i j l's tt ttt.

LemmaII,(A.GWalker).Ilaiiandb,iarenumbelssatisfying
c.ti:tj; arrd aiib|, lai;,b.;,*torbi:0, then either all the a; i &ta zeto

or all the b; ate zero.

It rnay be verified that u 1,iir zlso satisftes the identity (2 10). subs'

tituting U,o o j ,, for R7, 1 1 r, it (.2 10) and using (2'2) lve obtain

(J7; i tt Ks,,-U i r, tn, Ktot *U t,'niK i 1:0'
where Ktr,:Kr.,,,-Ku,,1,, Using Walker's Lernrna II we immediately

deduce that K,,,,:0, showiug that K,,, is irrotational'

Hence we have

Theorem 2.5 : |n a GK,, the recurrence vector K,, is irrotational.

Theorern 2,6 : 1,,, is not a gradierrt vector except in the case when

-R:- constant.

Proof : The result follows from (2.1) and Theorem 2'5'

Lemma III. if ?d be any recurrent tensor whose recurrence vector

is gradient olsome scalar functionJ| then (e-t T1 is covariant constant.

Proof : The statement can be verified directly. Hence in view of

Theorems 2.1 , 2.5 and Lemma III we have the following'

Theorem 2.7 : ln a GK" if K,,,:f, m then (e-I LI,,iIr) is covariant

constant.

3. GK'' satisfYing R=constant
If R:constant, then in view of the well known relation

R'l:2R;"'
and from (2.4) we obtain

K"(J'|:g' (3'1)

where U,|-U;igi,o.
Equation (3.1) immediately yields

K"Rf-46'" Q'2)n'
This can easily be given the form of a recursive formula'

Theorent' 3.1 : Tt a GK" with R:constant we have

Kl,n ni:(4)"r<r,' (3,3)
' \n/

p being anY Positive integer.

Proof z Let us define

(p) R1 : it'-r) Ri R", P=2,3," " "
(')Ri :51'
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Multiplying (3.2) by Ri and using it again we obtain

eR'jK.-(X)'u,,

result follorvs by induction.

Theorem 3.2 : In a GK,, with R:constant we have

The

U,"t i r K, * Uno,, sKi *U1i t iKt:0,
K nUl i ,,: (l .; i K r * U r rK i

Ut,..t j x:Unt,p;Pi * U,i i PnPr- U *,Pipt,, - U i np,ip n,
1

p r :k; f (K,,K")z .

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

and

where

Proof :

Multiplying
symmetrics of U,,0, we obtain (3.5).

Again (3.61 follows from (3.4),

(3.4) foliolvs from (.2.21

(3.a) by ght and taking
and Bianchi's identities on R7,67r.
into consideration Q,$ and the

(3.5) and (3.1) bV straight forward

(4,1)

(4.2)

computation.

Theorem 3.3 : In a GKU v/ith _it:constant the vectors K* and L,,
are collinear.

Proof : This follows from (2,1).

4. some examples of generalizecr recurrent Ka'ihrer manifoltts.

In a Kaehler manifold, the holomorphically projective curvature
tensor and the Bochner curvature tensor are respectively given by

P n t it : Rn t, n + 
ft2lRz, i gi r -R r igar

* 57, 7./1 6 -- S ; i J nt* 25 t, ; J i t
and

B n r i * : R7, i i r, + -l;n,, t s,, - R i i g t,t * g 
7, i R i r,- g t t R nt

* S 7 i J ; ;, * S t i,r n r.,+ 4, jsl t, * J.t i S nr, * 25 7, i I i x

+25,, S;rl-,- -4- [0,, ,uil -(,? +2Xr?+4)t8r' ;'(; t' - I ;'8r''' ! J11J' Y

-JuiJnr+2JkiJjil.
It is well known that if a Kaehler manifold is an Einstein one,

then the H-projective curvature tensor and the Bochner curvature
tensor reduces to the tensor uoo i , given by (2.3). Hence in view of
Theorem 2.1 we have

*-.n.*..*-+F---#-"_"<''.
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Theorem 4.1 : An Einstein Kaehler
holomorphically projective curvature tensor

Theorem 4.2 : An Einstein Kiehler
Bochner curvature tensor is a GK^.

manifold
is a GK".

manifold

with recurrent

with recurrent

The following Theorem is known Il]
Theorem 4.3: A necessary and sufficient condition for a

Kaehlerian manifold K)o to be H"projective recurrent is that K, be
H-concircular recurrent.

We thereby have

Theorem 4.4: A necessary and sufficient condition for the
manifold K't to be GK,, is that K,, be Fl-projecti'e recurrent.
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